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ABSTRACT
Context. The masses of stellar-remnant black holes (BH), as a result of their formation via massive single- and binary-stellar evolution,
is of high interest in this era of gravitational-wave detection from binary black hole (BBH) and binary neutron star (BNS) merger
events.
Aims. In this work, we present new developments in the state-of-the-art N-body evolution program NBODY7 in regards to its stellar-
remnant formation and related schemes. We demonstrate that the newly-implemented stellar-wind and remnant-formation schemes in
the NBODY7 code’s stellar-evolutionary sector or BSE , such as the “rapid” and the “delayed” supernova (SN) schemes along with an
implementation of pulsational-pair-instability and pair-instability supernova (PPSN/PSN), now produces neutron star (NS) and BH
masses that agree nearly perfectly, over large ranges of zero-age-main-sequence (ZAMS) mass and metallicity, with those from the
widely-recognized StarTrack population-synthesis program. We also demonstrate the new, recipe-based implementations of vari-
ous, widely-debated mechanisms of natal kicks on NSs and BHs such as the “convection-asymmetry-driven”, “collapse-asymmetry-
driven”, and “neutrino-emission-driven” kicks, in addition to a fully consistent implementation of the standard, fallback-dependent,
momentum-conserving natal kick.
Methods. All the above newly-implemented schemes are also shared with the standalone versions of SSE and BSE . All these demon-
strations are performed with both the new standalone BSE and the new NBODY7 /BSE.
Results. When convolved with stellar and primordial-binary populations as observed in young massive clusters, such remnant-
formation and natal-kick mechanisms crucially determine the accumulated number, mass, and mass distribution of the BHs retaining
in young massive, open, and globular clusters, which would become available for long-term dynamical processing.
Conclusions. Among other interesting conclusions, we find that although the newer delayed-SN remnant formation model gives birth
to the largest number (mass) of BHs, the older remnant-formation schemes cause the largest number (mass) of BHs to survive in
clusters, when SN material fallback on to the BHs is incorporated. The SN material fallback also causes the convection-asymmetry-
driven SN kick to effectively retain similar number and mass of BHs in clusters as for the standard, momentum-conserving kick. The
collapse-asymmetry-driven SN kick would cause nearly all BHs to retain in clusters irrespective of its mass, the remnant formation
model, and the metallicity, whereas the inference of a large population of BHs in GCs would potentially rule out the neutrino-driven SN
kick mechanism. Pre-SN mergers of massive primordial binaries would potentially cause BH masses to deviate from the theoretical,
single-star ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation unless a substantial, up to ≈ 40%, of the total merging stellar mass is lost during a
merger process. The new remnant-formation modelling reassures that young massive and open clusters would potentially contribute
to the dynamical BBH merger detection rate to a similar extent as their more massive globular-cluster counterparts, as recent studies
indicate.
Key words. Stars: black holes — Stars: massive — Stars: mass-loss — Stars: kinematics and dynamics — supernovae: general —
Methods: numerical
1. Introduction
The formation mechanisms of double compact object binaries
undergoing general-relativistic (hereafter GR) inspiral and their
occurrence rates has always been a topic of diverse interest (e.g.,
Abadie et al. 2010) and, naturally, it has become a focal concern
since the first direct detection of gravitational waves (hereafter
GW) from a stellar-origin binary-black hole (BBH) inspiral and
? Corresponding author. E-mail: sambaran@astro.uni-bonn.de
merger by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Obser-
vatory (LIGO; Abbott et al. 2016b). Among the most important
ingredients in theoretical modelling and population-synthesis of
BBH mergers are the natal masses and kicks of stellar-remnant
black holes (hereafter BH) — this, as well, applies to neutron
stars (hereafter NS) while modelling NS-containing binaries. In
fact, the importance of realistic BH mass estimates became clear
right after the very first LIGO detection of ≈ 30M BHs (Abbott
et al. 2016a; Belczynski et al. 2016b).
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In fact, as long as the proto-remnant mass, mproto, in a super-
nova (hereafter SN) explosion and the amount of material fall-
back onto it during the SN depend on the carbon-oxygen (CO)
core mass and on the pre-supernova stellar mass (Fryer 1999;
Hurley et al. 2000; Fryer & Kalogera 2001; Fryer et al. 2012),
the final remnant mass would depend on the entire life cycle of
the progenitor star. In such cases, starting from a given zero-age
main sequence (ZAMS) mass, the sequentially-dependent evo-
lutions of the star’s radius, luminosity, mass loss via wind, and
total mass would determine the final remnant mass. This is typ-
ically the case for the formation of relatively heavier (& 1.4M)
NSs and BHs. For example, by applying “alternative”, theoret-
ical and semi-empirical wind recipes in the main sequence and
evolved stages of O- and B-type progenitors, Belczynski et al.
(2010) have demonstrated that & 30M BHs, as observed by the
LIGO-Virgo (Abbott et al. 2016b; Abbott et al. 2017a,b), can
easily form from progenitors having dwarf galaxy- and globular
cluster (hereafter GC)-like metallicities, which masses are im-
possible to achieve with the “standard” Hurley et al. (2000) wind
prescription even at a very low metallicity.
The formation of compact binaries through both field bi-
nary evolution (e.g., Belczynski et al. 2002; Voss & Tauris 2003;
Belczynski et al. 2010, 2016b; Stevenson et al. 2017; Mapelli
et al. 2017; Giacobbo et al. 2018) and dynamical interactions
in stellar clusters (e.g., Banerjee et al. 2010; Ziosi et al. 2014;
Morscher et al. 2015; Rodriguez et al. 2016; Mapelli 2016; Wang
et al. 2016; Askar et al. 2017, 2018; Banerjee 2017, 2018b,a;
Park et al. 2017; Rodriguez et al. 2018) are now widely stud-
ied. In both formation channels, stellar wind, BH masses, and
natal kicks play role in more or less interdependent ways. A
few widely-visible stellar and binary population synthesis pro-
grams such as StarTrack (Belczynski et al. 2008, hereafter
B08) and MOBSE (Giacobbo et al. 2018; Di Carlo et al. 2019)
have now adopted what can be called the state-of-the-art in
stellar-wind and remnant-formation prescriptions (Belczynski
et al. 2010; Fryer et al. 2012; Belczynski et al. 2016a, 2017). On
the other hand, much simpler and crude prescriptions are being
used in essentially all, to-date-published works that explore the
dynamical-formation channel, through direct N-body and Monte
Carlo approaches. Note that such studies of the dynamical-
formation channel, nevertheless, incorporate adequate or near-
adequate treatment of stellar content, Newtonian dynamical in-
teractions, and their GR counterparts (given that both the field-
population-synthesis and the dynamical codes presently resort to
similar, parametrized recipes for treating the tidally-interacting
and the mass-transferring binaries’ internal evolution; Hurley
et al. 2002). This, in turn, often makes model ingredients such
as BH retention and mass distribution, that critically influence
a cluster’s evolution and compact-binary formation, question-
able in an otherwise realistic simulation. Note, in particular,
that the BH population that is retained in a cluster following
the BHs’ birth and which then becomes available for dynami-
cal processing, influences the formation of both BH- and NS-
containing compact binaries (Banerjee 2018b), alongside gov-
erning the cluster’s long-term evolution (Chatterjee et al. 2017;
Banerjee 2017; Arca Sedda et al. 2018).
This work, for the first time, introduces three major up-
grades to the widely-used direct N-body evolutionary pro-
gram NBODY7 (Aarseth 2012), a direct descendant of NBODY6
(Aarseth 2003; Nitadori & Aarseth 2012): (a) the semi-empirical
stellar wind prescriptions as in Belczynski et al. (2010, here-
after B10), (b) remnant formation and material fallback accord-
ing to the “rapid” and the “delayed” SN models of Fryer et al.
(2012, hereafter F12), incorporating the occurrences of pair-
instability supernova (PSN) and pulsation pair-instability super-
nova (PPSN) according to the conditions of Belczynski et al.
(2016a, hereafter B16), and (c) an explicit modulation of the
BHs’ and the NSs’ natal kicks based on the fallback fraction
during their formation. The stellar- and binary-evolution drivers
of NBODY6/7 (as well of the Monte Carlo-based star cluster-
evolution codes MOCCA ; Hypki & Giersz 2013; Giersz et al.
2013 and CMC ; Joshi et al. 2000) are the well-known, fitting
formulae and recipe based (as also for, e.g., StarTrack ) SSE
(Hurley et al. 2000) and BSE (Hurley et al. 2002) programs 1.
After the introduction of the above updates (a), (b), and (c), BSE
and NBODY7 are now similarly rich and diverse in essentially all
stellar- and binary-evolutionary aspects as modern population-
synthesis codes such as StarTrack and MOBSE . This would
not only enable the “NBODY6/7 community” to do more real-
istic computations but also allow for direct, cross-community
comparisons of results.
Note that the above-mentioned upgrades (a) and (c) are
partly available in the current, public version of NBODY7 but the
implementations do not produce outcomes fully consistent with
StarTrack (see, e.g., Banerjee 2017), as it should since BSE
and StarTrack utilize the same underlying fitting formulae for
the stellar-structural parameters (Hurley et al. 2000). In particu-
lar, the “maximum BH mass effect” (Belczynski et al. 2010) is
absent in that implementation.
2. The new BSE : stellar-wind and
remnant-formation schemes
In the following, the new implementations in the standalone
BSE are described and the outcomes are compared with those
of StarTrack .
2.1. The stellar-wind prescription
The recipe for stellar wind follows the semi-empirical prescrip-
tions of B10, which is currently considered as the state-of-the-
art. In the subroutine MLWIND, these prescriptions are imple-
mented in such a way that they are activated individually in the
following sequence of priority when the star is evolved not be-
yond the second asymptotic giant branch (AGB) (BSE stellar
type KW ≤ 6; Hurley et al. 2000): (1) metallicity(Z)-independent
luminous-blue-variable (LBV) wind (Eqn. 8 of B10; Humphreys
& Davidson 1994), (2) Z-dependent Vink et al. (2001) winds
(Eqns. 6 & 7 of B10), (3) Z-dependent Nieuwenhuijzen & de
Jager (1990) wind (Eqn. 3 of B10), (4) the Hurley et al. (2000)
treatments for lower-mass/colder stars (Kudritzki & Reimers
1978 wind for the giant branch and beyond and Vassiliadis &
Wood 1993 wind for the AGB; Eqns. 1 & 2 of B10 respectively).
For naked-Helium and more evolved stars (KW > 6), only the Z-
dependent Wolf-Rayet (WR) wind (Eqn. 9 of B10; Hamann &
Koesterke 1998; Vink & de Koter 2005) is applied. The condi-
tions for activating the various winds remain the same as in B10.
The key difference between this new MLWIND function and that of
the original BSE (or of the currently-public version of NBODY7 )
is that in the original (older) codes the Nieuwenhuijzen & de
Jager (1990) and the Kudritzki & Reimers (1978) winds are ap-
plied for low-mass and high-mass stars. In new MLWIND, for mas-
sive, hot stars, Vink et al. (2001) winds are applied instead. As
it turns out, this makes a substantial difference in the resultant
1 Since SSE is a part of BSE , BSE will imply both of them hereafter
in this paper. Similarly NBODY7 , that is utilized in this work, will, here-
after, imply both NBODY6 and NBODY7 since both adopt SSE/BSE .
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wind mass loss and hence in the remnant mass, especially for
sub-solar metallicities.
2.2. The remnant-mass prescriptions
The remnant-mass model is a very important ingredient of the
stellar-evolution modelling in NBODY7 and BSE, that determines
the masses of the NSs and the BHs formed as the final prod-
uct of stellar (and binary; see Sec. 4) evolution. In other words,
such a prescription, together with the underlying stellar-structure
model and mass-loss recipes (see Hurley et al. 2000 and Secs. 1
& 2.1), determines the “initial-final” relation of stellar evolution.
Although the final remnant mass can be expected to be an overall
increasing function of the initial ZAMS mass, such initial-final
curves often posses intricate excursions depending on the details
of the remnant-mass prescription, the wind mass loss prescrip-
tion, and the underlying stellar structure (see, e.g., B10, F12;
below).
The subroutine HRDIAG in NBODY7 (which is directly ported
also into the standalone BSE after omitting the 100M limit
from BSE/star), that derives the remnant mass from the CO
core mass in the AGB or the naked-Helium phases (in addi-
tion to dealing with the earlier evolutionary phases), adequately
incorporates the older remnant-mass prescriptions provided by
Belczynski et al. (2002), B08, and Eldridge & Tout (2004). The
subroutine is now enhanced by incorporating the remnant-mass
prescriptions of F12 for the rapid and the delayed SN (Eqns. 15-
17 and Eqns. 18-20 of F12 respectively) 2. Moreover, the PPSN
and PSN conditions, as described in B16 (see references therein),
are implemented in the HRDIAG routine. In the present version
of the routine, any of the five remnant-mass schemes can be
chosen with a switch (nsflag = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for Belczyn-
ski et al. 2002, B08, F12-rapid, F12-delayed, and Eldridge &
Tout 2004 recipes respectively) and the PPSN/PSN mass cut-
off can be (de)activated independently (psflag = 0 or 1). The
fallback amount and fraction onto a BH, mfb and ffb respec-
tively, are calculated for each case according to their definitions
in F12. As in previous studies, a 10% neutrino mass loss is
assumed to obtain the gravitational mass of the remnant from
its baryonic mass (= mproto + mfb) in the case of a BH forma-
tion and Eqn. 13 of F12 (Lattimer & Yahil 1989; Timmes et al.
1996) to account for the neutrino loss during an NS formation.
The already-available electron-capture-supernova(ECS; Podsi-
adlowski et al. 2004)-NS formation scheme in NBODY7 /HRDIAG,
which is analogous to such scheme in B08 producing the char-
acteristic mECS,NS = 1.26M NSs, is kept intact (activated with
ecflag = 1). Hereafter in this text, ‘NS’ will imply a regular
NS produced through core-collapse SN and an ECS product will
be denoted by ‘ECS-NS’.
Both the new MLWIND and HRDIAG routines, as described
above, are now shared between the standalone BSE and
NBODY7 .
2.3. Comparison with StarTrack
Fig. 1 demonstrates the remarkable agreement in ZAMS
mass-remnant mass relation between the upgraded BSE and
StarTrack for the B083, F12-delayed, and F12-rapid remnant-
2 Formula for a1 in Eq. 16 (rapid explosions) of F12 should be: a1 =
0.25 − 1.275M−Mproto
3 The ZAMS mass-remnant mass relations for the B08 case correspond
to those of B10 which adopts the B08 remnant-mass model along with
the newer wind recipes as described in Sec. 2.1 of this paper. This same
mass models without PPSN/PSN and for Z = 0.0002, 0.006,
and 0.02. Fig. 2 demonstrates similar agreements, for the F12-
rapid case and the metallicities indicated therein, including the
PPSN/PSN recipes of B16. The middle panel of Fig. 2 exhibits
the PSN “mass gap” from BSE for Z = 0.0001 and that beyond
this gap (& 260M along the ZAMS axis) the BH formation re-
sumes.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows such ZAMS mass-remnant
mass relations (for the F12-rapid remnant mass model includ-
ing B16-PPSN/PSN) up to very large ZAMS masses, beyond
the PSN mass gap, for a wide range of Z (colour coding). It
also demonstrates the excellent agreement between BSE (dashed
lines) and StarTrack (solid lines) ZAMS mass-remnant mass
curves for such large ZAMS masses. For each Z, the extent of
the PSN mass gap (i.e., both the ZAMS mass at which PSN com-
mences and the ZAMS mass, BH mass point at which BH forma-
tion resumes) is also in agreement. Note that with increasing Z,
the PSN mass gap diminishes. The BH formation resumes when-
ever the mass of the He core, in the evolved phase (AGB and
beyond) of the parent star, exceeds 135M (see B16; Woosley
2017). However, at low Z, depending on the total wind mass loss,
an amount of H-envelope retains (i.e., the star is of AGB type) so
that the least massive pre-SN star, beyond the PSN mass gap, that
would directly collapse to BH (see B16; for a pre-SN star of such
a large mass, the direct collapse condition is satisfied irrespec-
tive of the remnant-mass model) may well exceed 135M. For
solar-like Z, the much stronger winds eliminate the H-envelope
nearly completely (i.e., the pre-remnant star is of naked Helium
type) so that the pre-SN (pre-collapse) star, just beyond the PSN
mass gap, is of ≈ 135M which, given the 10% neutrino mass
loss (see B16; Sec. 2.2), results in an ≈ 120M BH. Hence, the
overall PSN BH mass gap, as obtained from BSE/StarTrack,
ranges between ≈ 40M− ≈ 120M as indicated in Fig. 2 (bot-
tom panel; black, horizontal lines) which limits closely agree
with those of Woosley (2017).
Fig. 3 individually shows the close agreements between
BSE and StarTrack ZAMS mass-remnant mass curves, until
300M ZAMS mass, for the F12-rapid remnant mass model
without (top panels) and with (bottom panels) PPSN/PSN and
for Z = 0.02, 0.002, and 0.0002. The “clipping” of the BH mass
at 40.5M, due to PPSN, is apparent in the Z = 0.0002 column.
2.3.1. The time-step parameters in BSE
Note that such near-perfect agreement of remnant masses be-
tween BSE and StarTrack depends on the choice of the
stellar-evolutionary time step parameters pts1, pts2, and pts3
(Hurley et al. 2000) for the main sequence (MS) and the evolved
phases respectively. These BSE input parameters (pts1, pts2,
and pts3 respectively) are essentially fractions of stellar life-
times in the main sequence, sub-giant, and more evolved phases
that are taken as stellar-evolutionary time steps in the respec-
tive evolutionary stages. For a given underlying stellar structure
(Hurley et al. 2000), the accuracy and hence the convergence of
BSE ’s stellar-evolutionary calculation would be compromised if
the time step parameters are chosen to be too large (on the other
hand, choosing too small values would result in impractically
long computing time and as well numerical difficulties).
This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, where the B08 remnant-
formation scheme (that is already available in the to-date-public
NBODY7 /HRDIAG) is applied. As can be seen, the spurious spikes
wind model accompanies all the remnant-mass models considered in
this work.
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in the BSE ZAMS mass-remnant mass curves (thin lines), that
appear in the curves’ “maximum-mass” part (see B10) especially
at low Z, decline with decreasing time-step parameters. In par-
ticular, pts1 = 0.05, pts2 = 0.01, pts3 = 0.02, as defaulted
in BSE, still produce considerable spikes (see top-right panel of
Fig. 4) for the lower Zs. The combination of pts1 = 0.001,
pts2 = 0.01, pts3 = 0.02 is found to be optimal between speed
and convergence over a wide range of Z (third row, right panel
of Fig. 4) which is what is chosen in the BSE and NBODY7 com-
putations in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and the rest of the figures in this
work. The final panel of Fig. 4 demonstrates that despite taking
very small time-step parameters, the currently-public version of
NBODY7 /MLWIND produces ZAMS mass-remnant mass relations
that overshoot their StarTrack counterparts significantly, es-
pecially for low Z and & 100M ZAMS masses. In particular,
the “saturation” effect in BH mass is completely absent unlike
the cases with the new MLWIND (with the same implementation
of the B08 remnant scheme in HRDIAG ) and StarTrack whose
outcomes agree nearly perfectly, as demonstrated above.
3. The adoption of the new BSE in NBODY7 :
remnant natal kicks
Although the new MLWIND and HRDIAG routines can be read-
ily shared between the standalone BSE and NBODY7 , the main
stellar- and binary-evolution engines in the two codes are im-
plemented in different ways, which may produce different rem-
nant masses. Fig. 5 demonstrates as good agreements between
the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relations, over a range of Z and
remnant-mass prescriptions, when the new MLWIND and HRDIAG
are adopted in NBODY7 . The NBODY7 data in Fig. 5 are ob-
tained whilst evolving model clusters of initial mass Mcl(0) ≈
5.0 × 104M (N(0) ≈ 85K), initially-Plummer (1911) profile
with half-mass radius rh(0) ≈ 2 pc, having the standard stellar
initial mass function (IMF; Kroupa 2001), and with all stars ini-
tially single. With the choices of the BSE time-step parameters
suggested in Sec. 2.3.1 (which needs to be parametrized in the
routine trdot in NBODY7 as opposed to specifying them as in-
put parameters in the standalone BSE ), such runs practically do
not slow down during the evolution of the most massive remnant
progenitors (the first ≈ 20 Myr), since the primary bottleneck on
computing time (up to a given physical time) still comes from
the direct N-body integration.
3.1. The retention of black holes in stellar clusters: standard,
fallback-controlled natal kicks
In the present context, the retention of stellar remnants, espe-
cially of BHs, in stellar clusters (young massive clusters, open
clusters, and GCs) after their birth is widely debated. How many
and what masses of BHs remain gravitationally bound to their
parent cluster after their birth through a core-collapse SN, de-
pending on their natal kicks, is instrumental in determining
their long-term population evolution in the cluster, their impact
on the structural and internal-kinematic evolution of the clus-
ter (e.g.; Kremer et al. 2018b; Askar et al. 2018), and the na-
ture of their dynamical pairing and GR merger (e.g.; Banerjee
2017; Farr et al. 2017; Rodriguez et al. 2018; Samsing 2018).
The BH natal kicks are also very important for the formation
of BBHs and BH-star systems and their coalescences through
field binary evolution (e.g., Belczynski et al. 2016b; Stevenson
et al. 2017). However, BH natal kicks are, to date, poorly con-
strained and understood from both observational and theoretical
point of view (Willems et al. 2005; Fragos et al. 2009; Repetto
et al. 2012; Repetto & Nelemans 2015; Mandel 2016; Belczyn-
ski et al. 2016c; Repetto et al. 2017). The Galactic-field NSs (the
vast majority of which would be the products of core-collapse
SN), on the other hand, are observationally inferred to have large
natal kick magnitudes, distributed according to a Maxwellian
with 1-dimensional dispersionσNS ≈ 265 km s−1 (average speed
of ≈ 420 km s−1; Hobbs et al. 2005).
A commonly-used model for core-collapse-SN natal kick
magnitude, vkick (in, e.g., Belczynski et al. 2008; Giacobbo et al.
2018), is to assume NS-like kicks also for BHs (see, e.g., Repetto
et al. 2012; Repetto & Nelemans 2015) but which are scaled
down linearly with increasing material-fallback fraction, ffb (see
Sec. 2.2), so that for ffb = 1 (i.e., a failed SN or direct collapse)
the natal kick is necessarily zero:
vkick = vkick,NS(1 − ffb), (1)
where vkick,NS is chosen randomly from a Maxwellian of σNS =
265 km s−1. For the model computations presented in this sub-
section, both BHs and NSs are treated with this kick scheme,
except for the ECS-NSs which are given zero or ∼ few km s−1
natal kicks (Podsiadlowski et al. 2004; Gessner & Janka 2018).
The vkick, according to Eqn. 1, is applied in NBODY7 by
transporting the ffb, as computed in HRDIAG (see Sec. 2.2), to
the standard version of the NBODY7 ’s subroutine KICK via a
dedicated common block. The KICK routine already includes
an elaborate algorithm for generating an isotropic distribution
of velocity vectors with their magnitudes, vkicks, chosen from a
Maxwellian distribution of a specified dispersion. As in the origi-
nal NBODY7 /KICK routine, the ECS-NSs are distinguished based
on their mECS,NS = 1.26M, which are subjected to lowered-
dispersion or zero vkicks and are exempted from the above fall-
back treatment (the ECS engine is assumed to produce a full
explosion). Keeping in mind that the newly-planted remnant-
formation schemes in HRDIAG such as F12-rapid (Sec. 2.2) pro-
duce non-monotonic ZAMS mass-NS mass relations and, in par-
ticular, sub-Chandrasekhar NSs (see, e.g., Fig. 9), a very nar-
row mass window around mECS,NS = 1.26M is allowed for the
ECS-NS treatment (unlike in the default NBODY7 /KICK where
the ECS-NS treatment was invoked for mNS ≤ 1.28M, since
the ECS-NSs were anyway the distinctly least massive NSs pro-
duced according to the Belczynski et al. 2002 and B08 pre-
scriptions). Analogous updates are now implemented also in the
standalone BSE ’s kick treatment which would then accordingly
modify a binary’s response to an SN.
Fig. 6 shows the early (up to 20 Myr) evolution of the total
mass, MBH,bound (top-left panel), and number, NBH,bound (bottom-
left panel), of the BHs bound within the Mcl(0) = 5.0 × 104M
(initially all single stars) model cluster (see Sec. 3) for the var-
ious remnant-formation schemes (i.e., B08, F12-delayed, F12-
rapid, F12-rapid+B16-PPSN/PSN; see Sec. 2.2), for this stan-
dard, fallback-controlled kick prescription, as given by Eqn. 1,
when adopted in NBODY7 as above (Z = 0.0001 assumed) 4.
The differences in the NBH,bound − t curves between the remnant-
formation cases arise due to the differences in ffb which quantity
determines the vkick of the BH (or NS). The differences in the
MBH,bound − t curves additionally arise due to the differences in
4 Hereafter, the subscript ‘bound’ indicates quantities measured within
the cluster’s tidal radius, Rt ≈ 90 pc, as is customary. Most of the BHs
within Rt are indeed gravitationally bound to the cluster but, at a given
time, a few of them may be on their way to escape the cluster. The
number of the latter depends on the BHs’ vkick and on the escape speed
from the cluster (vesc ≈ 40 km s−1 here).
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the BHs’ masses (for a given ZAMS mass and Z) between the
various remnant-formation cases. Note that in all of the remnant-
formation prescriptions considered here, all BHs and the heav-
iest NSs form with a nonzero ffb. In the F12-rapid/delayed
schemes, all NSs form with a small amount of fallback (fallback
mass, Mfb > 0.2M; see F12). However, for all NSs, ffb is small
(. 10−2) and the corresponding vkick is typically large enough
(but see Sec. 3.2) to eject them from a young massive, open, or
globular cluster. The only NSs that would retain in clusters fol-
lowing their birth would be the ECS-NSs that receive small na-
tal kicks (see above), in the present (and the following; Sec. 3.2)
kick scheme(s).
As can be seen, in terms of retained BHs (but see below),
the B08 remnant-mass model produces more BHs (in both mass
and number) than any other remnant model, due to the wider
“direct-collapse hump” in its ZAMS mass-remnant mass rela-
tions for lower ZAMS masses (∼ 20 − 40M; see Fig. 1 and
B10), and hence expands a cluster more (see the bottom-right
panel of Fig. 6; the expansion beyond ∼ 50 Myr is driven mainly
by the centrally-segregated BH subsystem). For the F12-rapid
case, having PPSN/PSN or not makes a little difference in prac-
tice (as long as bulk properties are concerned, the PPSN trun-
cation has important implications for interpreting BBH merger
masses; see, e.g., B16, Mandel & Farmer 2017): due to the stan-
dard IMF in the model cluster, there are only a few stars under-
going PPSN/PSN. The dips in the MBH,bound − t and NBH,bound − t
curves for the F12-rapid cases (top-left and bottom-left panels
of Fig. 6) are due to a significant number of BHs receiving par-
tial fallback, occurring in the dip between the two direct-collapse
humps of the corresponding ZAMS-remnant curves (see Fig. 5),
which escape marginally, taking time. For massive GCs and
nuclear clusters, whose escape speeds, vesc, are much higher
(vesc & 100 km s−1), this feature would vanish. The BH subsys-
tems, for all cases, nevertheless sink and concentrate similarly
for all the remnant-formation cases (top-right panel of Fig. 6).
Fig. 7 shows the BH mass distributions for the four remnant-
formation scenarios as indicated in the panels’ legends, for Z =
0.0001. On each panel, both the mass distribution with which
the BHs are born (steel blue histogram) and the mass distribu-
tion of the BHs retaining at t ≈ 20 Myr (blue histogram), in the
Mcl(0) = 5.0 × 104M cluster (standard IMF; initially single-
only stars), are shown. At a time such as t ≈ 20 Myr, which
is well after the completion of the BH formation (the last BH
forms at ≈ 11 Myr), all the unbound BHs (due to vkick > vesc)
have escaped through the tidal radius but the remaining, bound
BHs are still in the midst of segregating towards the cluster’s
center (Fig. 6, top-right panel) and their dynamical process-
ing is yet to begin. Therefore, the blue histograms fairly rep-
resent the mass distributions of the BHs which become available
for long-term dynamical processing, for the various remnant-
formation schemes (corresponding to Mcl(0) ≈ 5.0×104M with
vesc ≈ 40 km s−1, standard IMF, Z = 0.0001).
In fact, as seen in Fig. 7, the F12-delayed case inherently pro-
duces the largest number of BHs from stellar evolution (as op-
posed to the resulting retained BHs where B08 wins; see above),
due the largest proto-remnant core + fallback masses (see F12)
resulting in the lowest BH-(and NS-)formation threshold with re-
spect to the core-collapsing progenitor mass, but it also produces
the largest number of escapees due to its smallest direct-collapse
hump, ultimately resulting in the smallest number of retainers
(see Fig. 6). The F12-rapid cases produce less escapees (more
direct- and near direct-collapse BHs) due to the “double hump”
(see Fig. 5). The BH distribution is truncated at ≈ 40M, as ex-
pected, when PPSN/PSN is included.
The discrepancy between the natal and the retained mass dis-
tribution, as in Fig. 7, gives the number and the mass reten-
tion fraction of BHs in a cluster, given the Z and the remnant-
formation model. Table 1 provides such BH retention fractions,
corresponding to the standard, fallback-controlled natal kicks
(Eqn. 1), for the various remnant-formation models and Zs con-
sidered here.
3.2. The retention of black holes in stellar clusters:
alternative natal-kick prescriptions
While the fallback-modulated natal kick prescription has some
observational and theoretical motivation (see Sec. 3.1 and ref-
erences therein) and is often applied in N-body and population-
synthesis studies, it is far from any robust constraint on obser-
vational or theoretical grounds, especially for BHs. Therefore,
there exists ample room for alternatives of such prescriptions, in
particular, for translating the NSs-like kicks to BHs that com-
prise a much wider remnant-mass range (see, e.g., Fig. 7). From
the theoretical perspective, a key uncertainty lies in identify-
ing the mechanism(s) that generate spatial and directional asym-
metries in the SNs’ ejected (baryonic) material, which, in turn,
momentum-propel the remnant. On the other hand, the asymme-
try in the neutrino flux during an SN could alone be enough to
kick an NS with the typical observed speed (Hobbs et al. 2005).
If we assume one dominant SN-kick mechanism and take the ob-
served NS natal kicks as the constraint, then we are already left
with several possibilities as formulated below.
3.2.1. Convection-asymmetry-driven natal kick
The convection-asymmetry-driven kick mechanism assumes that
the natal kicks are produced by asymmetries in the convection
within the collapsing SN core. This is in the line of the standard
kick prescription but a more accurate prescription would be to
boost the kick for systems with longer convection durations: a
lower-mode convection produces stronger kicks and it develops
with time, so the longer it takes to explode the stronger is the
kick. In that case, vkick = vkick,NS 〈mNS〉mrem (1 − ffb) mCO ≤ 3.5Mvkick = kconvvkick,NS 〈mNS〉mrem (1 − ffb) mCO > 3.5M. (2)
Here, 〈mNS〉is a typical NS mass, mremis the remnant (NS or
BH) mass, mCOis the CO core mass, and kconvis an efficiency
factor (somewhere between 2-10) with the theory that we are
more likely to get a low-mode convection in explosions that take
longer to develop, i.e., those with larger mCO.
3.2.2. Collapse-asymmetry-driven natal kick
Another alternative ejecta kick mechanism would be the one pro-
duced when asymmetries in the pre-collapse silicon and oxygen
shells produce asymmetric explosions (Burrows & Hayes 1996;
Fryer 2004). In contrast to the convection-asymmetry mecha-
nism (see above), this mechanism would produce stronger kicks
for shorter convective durations (smaller mCO) since the asym-
metries would be washed out by long periods of convection: vkick = vkick,NS 〈mNS〉mrem (1 − ffb) mCO ≤ 3.0Mvkick = kcolvkick,NS 〈mNS〉mrem (1 − ffb) mCO > 3.0M. (3)
Here, kcol ≈ 0.1 is the suppression factor for larger mCOs.
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3.2.3. Neutrino-driven natal kick
The neutrino mechanism would produce the kick through asym-
metric neutrino emission. In that case, a formulation would be
vkick = vkick,NS
min(mrem,meff)
mrem
. (4)
Here, meff (5M . meff . 10M) is the effective remnant
mass beyond which the neutrino emission would not increase
significantly with increasing mass of the SN core. Unlike the
baryonic material, neutrinos do not fall back on to the remnant to
return a part (or whole) of the ejecta momentum, despite the oc-
currence of such a fallback (or of a failed SN). Hence the omis-
sion of the (1 − ffb) term in Eqn. 4.
3.2.4. The dependence of BH retention on natal-kick
mechanism
It would be interesting to study the impact of these different
natal-kick prescriptions on the retention of BHs and NSs in a
cluster and, potentially, formulate signatures to observationally
distinguish between such cases. For this purpose, we continue to
utilize the Mcl(0) ≈ 5.0×104M, rh(0) ≈ 2 pc model cluster (ini-
tially single-only stars; Sec. 3) here, which would facilitate com-
parisons. For definiteness, kconv = 5.0 (Eqn. 2), meff = 7.0M
(Eqn. 4), and 〈mNS〉 = 1.4M are used.
Fig. 8 shows the early time evolution of MBH,bound, NBH,bound,
and NNS,bound in the cluster for the different natal-kick prescrip-
tions formulated in Secs. 3.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3, as obtained
from NBODY7 computations (Z = 0.0001). For implementing
the alternative kick recipes in NBODY7 /KICK and BSE/KICK, that
can be selected with a switch, KMECH, in the KICK routines, the
corresponding mCO is also transported from HRDIAG to KICK via
the dedicated common block (see Sec. 3.1).
As seen, the standard and the convection-asymmetry-driven
cases collect very similar number and mass of BHs within the
cluster while the collapse-asymmetry-driven case collects more
BHs. This is expected since the latter kick model imparts much
lower kicks (c.f. , Eqns. 1, 2, and 3) onto the BHs and also onto
the relatively massive NSs. The neutrino mechanism does the
worst in this regard with no BHs retained in the cluster: if the
observed high NS kicks are indeed due to asymmetric neutrino
emission alone then all BHs (provided the BH natal kick mecha-
nism is the same as for NSs) would get substantially higher kick
despite significant fallback (the emitted neutrinos would not re-
turn any momentum since they do not participate in fallback;
see Sec. 3.2.3). If there is indeed, depending on dynamical age,
a significant number (∼ 100) of stellar-mass BHs retaining and
comprising a BH subsystem in several Galactic GCs (e.g., Askar
et al. 2018; Kremer et al. 2018b,a), then, perhaps, the neutrino-
driven kick mechanism is disfavoured.
The NNS,bound converges to a few after ≈ 50 Myr after which
ECS-NSs, due to their slow/zero vkick dispersion (see Sec. 3.1),
start to build up. However, there is a significant number of slow-
escaping NSs’ buildup around 10-20 Myr age (see Fig. 8, right
panel) which is unique for the case of the collapse-asymmetry-
driven kick that may be interesting for radio observations in
young massive clusters and for supporting or ruling-out such
a kick scenario. Note that the model clusters utilized in these
NBODY7 runs have vesc ≈ 40 km s−1 which is 1/2 to 1/3 of typ-
ical vescs in massive GCs, so that one would potentially retain
some BHs in massive, compact GCs in all the kick-mechanism
cases anyway, although the overall trends would be similar as
in Fig. 8. A survey of such GC models exploring these differ-
ent natal-kick mechanisms, based on the Monte Carlo cluster
evolution program MOCCA , is underway (Leveque, A., et al., in
preparation).
Fig. 9 (left panel) compares, analogously to Fig. 7 (see
Sec. 3.1), the mass spectra of the BHs retained in the parent
cluster (at t ≈ 20 Myr), for the different natal-kick prescriptions
considered here (Z = 0.0001 is assumed). As above, the stan-
dard and the convection-asymmetry-driven mechanisms produce
similar retained BH mass spectra and nearly same BH retention
in terms of number and mass. BHs . 10M escape the clus-
ter at or shortly after birth. In contrast, the collapse-symmetry-
driven mechanism produces low natal kicks for all BHs (see
also Fig. 10) so that all of them retain in the cluster, follow-
ing their natal mass spectrum (the dashed, magenta histogram
of Fig. 9). Note that such complete retention of BHs for the
collapse-asymmetry-driven kick mechanism is due to the low
kicks for mCO > 3M (Eqn. 3) which is below the BH-formation
threshold. Therefore, this is a generic feature and it holds true for
all remnant-mass schemes and for all metallicities. In particular,
as seen in Fig. 9 (left panel), . 10M BHs would also be re-
tained in GCs and open clusters; this particular feature is unique
to the collapse-asymmetry-driven kick mechanism which can,
therefore, be used to support or rule out such a kick scenario.
Note, in this context, that the BH identified in the GC NGC 3201,
through radial-velocity measurements, has a minimum mass of
4M (Giesers et al. 2018).
The natal mass distribution of the NSs is also shown in
Fig. 9 (right panel, black histogram). The prominent sub-
Chandrasekhar peak is a feature of the F12-rapid scheme ap-
plied, convolved with the cluster’s standard IMF - these NSs
are just the (1M proto-remnant +0.2M fallback)×0.9 NSs (see
F12). As mentioned before (Sec. 3.1), only the ECS-NSs retain
in the cluster for longer term which is demonstrated in Fig. 9
(right panel, blue histogram). For massive GCs, some of the
slow-escaping NSs would additionally retain in the collapse-
asymmetry-driven-kick case (see above; Fig. 9, right panel, gray
histogram).
Fig. 10 shows the vkicks generated by NBODY7 , as a func-
tion of mCO (left panel) and mrem (right panel), for the differ-
ent natal-kick recipes considered here (due to the logarithmic
vertical axis, direct-collapse BHs with ffb = 1 and vkick = 0
are not shown in these panels). Comparing with the present
model clusters’ typical vesc (the solid, blue line), these panels
clarify that for such clusters the standard and the convection-
asymmetry-driven kick models would yield similar BH reten-
tion, the collapse-asymmetry-driven case would retain all BHs,
whereas the neutrino-driven case would eject nearly all BHs. The
ECS-NSs, which comprise the distinct vertical stripe along the
mrem axis (Fig. 10, right panel) and which are given vkicks from
a ≈ 3 km s−1-dispersion Maxwellian in this example, all retain
back, which are the only NSs retaining in these model clus-
ters. From Fig. 10, it is also apparent that such conclusions con-
cerning the retention of BHs and NSs in clusters remain nearly
unaltered for 10 km s−1 . vesc . 100 km s−1, i.e., for young
massive clusters, moderately-massive open clusters, and typical
GCs. The mass gap between NSs and BHs (Fig. 10, right panel)
is a characteristic of the F12-rapid remnant scheme adopted in
this example.
4. The effect of massive primordial binaries
Until now, model clusters initially comprising only single stars
are considered in this work. It would be worth looking at the case
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where a population of primordial binaries is present in the model,
especially among the BH-progenitor stars. The merger among
the members of a massive-stellar binary, especially during their
advanced (non-remnant) stellar-evolutionary stages, can lead to
a stellar structure (the relative masses of the CO-core, He-core,
and H-envelope) that is not achievable through the evolution of
a single star (even of the ZAMS mass that is equal to the sum of
the ZAMS masses of the members; see below, Fig. 12) and hence
can produce a (single) BH that deviates significantly from the
corresponding single-star ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation.
Such merger events would, therefore, modify the natal and the
retained BH mass spectra which would, in turn, modify the BH-
driven long-term cluster evolution and the dynamical GR-merger
events involving BHs. Note that in the dynamically-active envi-
ronment of a dense stellar cluster, massive-stellar mergers can
happen not only in the course of a massive-binary evolution
(leading to Roche lobe overflow and common-envelope phases)
but also during close binary-single and binary-binary interac-
tions (e.g., in-orbit stellar collisions during Kozai oscillations
in a dynamically-formed hierarchical triple or during a resonant
triple-interaction); even the outcomes of the massive-binary evo-
lution channel can get significantly altered via close dynamical
encounters that would alter the binaries’ orbital parameters. In
principle, in such an environment, a given massive star can un-
dergo multiple mergers until a BH is formed or even a BH non-
progenitor can grow in mass to become a BH progenitor. Finally,
note that BH masses can get altered by not only such star-star
mergers but also other stellar-hydrodynamical processes such as
envelope ejection during a common-envelope (CE) phase and
enhanced stellar wind in a tidally-interacting binary; such pro-
cesses can also be either an outcome of massive-binary evolution
or triggered dynamically (or both).
A detailed study of the influence of dynamical interactions
on massive-binary evolution is beyond the scope of the present
work. To have an idea of to what extent BH masses can get al-
tered due to their progenitors being binary members, we evolve
with NBODY7 Mcl(0) ≈ 5.0 × 105M, rh(0) ≈ 2 pc model clus-
ters as before but with all stars (also sampled from a standard
IMF) of ZAMS mass & 16M initially paired in binaries among
themselves. A high fraction of massive-stellar (O-star) binaries
( fObin(0) = 100% initially in these models) is indeed consis-
tent with observations of young massive clusters (Sana & Evans
2011; Sana et al. 2013). Motivated by such observations, these
O-type-stellar binaries are taken to initially follow the orbital-
period distribution of Sana & Evans (2011) and a uniform mass-
ratio distribution (an O-star is paired only with another O-star,
as typically observed, and the pairing among the lower-mass
stars is obtained separately; see below). The orbital periods of
the non-O-star (. 16M ZAMS) primordial binaries are taken
to follow a Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) distribution that repre-
sents a dynamically-processed binary population (Kroupa 1995)
and their mass-ratio distribution is also taken to be uniform. The
initial binary fraction among the non-O-type stars is taken to be
small; fbin(0) ≈ 5%. The initial eccentricities of the O-type stel-
lar binaries follow the Sana & Evans (2011) eccentricity distri-
bution and those for the rest of the binaries are drawn from the
thermal eccentricity distribution (Spitzer 1987)5. As explained
in Banerjee (2018b), such a scheme for including primordial bi-
5 We note the recent work by Geller et al. (2019) questioning the va-
lidity of the assumption of an initial thermal eccentricity distribution of
the primordial binaries. The sub-population of primordial binaries that
directly influences the present results is the O-star-binary population for
which the adopted (sub-thermal) initial Sana & Evans (2011) eccentric-
ity distribution is motivated by observations.
naries provides a reasonable compromise between the economy
of computing and consistencies with observations.
The filled, black squares in Fig. 11 (top row) show the rem-
nant mass versus ZAMS mass for the above model cluster with
massive primordial binaries, when evolved with NBODY7 that in-
cludes the new BSE (Sec. 2); for the BH progenitors that have un-
dergone a star-star merger before the BH formation, the ZAMS
mass of the primary (the more massive of the members par-
ticipating in the star-star merger, at the time of the merger)
is plotted in the abscissa. Due to BH progenitors undergoing
mergers in their evolved phases (and/or due to other stellar-
hydrodynamical processes) before the BH formation (see above)
6, the resulting BH masses deviate significantly from the ZAMS
mass-remnant mass relations (which relations, by definition,
are for single ZAMS stars) for the assumed remnant-formation
scheme (F12-rapid with and without PPSN/PSN) and metallicity
(Z = 0.0001). The majority of the BHs are over-massive, show-
ing broader natal and retained BH mass distributions as con-
trasted with those from single stars only, for models with and
without PPSN/PSN physics included (Fig. 11, second row; the
standard, fallback-controlled natal kick is assumed). Also, due
to the formation of more massive BHs, the total mass of the BHs
formed/retained in the cluster is similar to that of the initially-
single-star-only model clusters (Fig. 11, third row) despite the
BHs forming/retaining in a smaller number (due to the mergers;
Fig. 11, fourth row). Note that although complex, dynamical-
interaction-mediated channels leading to star-star mergers (see
above) among members from different binaries can and do occur
in these models, most of these mergers are between the mem-
bers of the same O-star primordial binary occurring due to Roche
lobe overflow (the overflow itself can, of course, be triggered via
dynamical perturbation of the binary’s orbit) 7.
The BH masses in Fig. 11 should, however, be taken with
caution. The BH masses depend on how the evolved stars are
“mixed” at their merger to compose the stellar collision prod-
uct. This is rather simplistic in BSE where a complete mixing
is assumed to compute the stellar-evolutionary age and hence
the CO-core and He-core masses of the merged star. A simple
recipe for the “dynamical” mass loss during the merger process
is assumed which results in a mass loss of . 15% of the total
available mass budget per merger (e.g., Glebbeek et al. 2009) 8.
6 The BH masses are printed right at their formation by arrang-
ing a special output in the new KICK routine (Secs. 3.1, 3.2), as
also for the NBODY7 data points in Fig. 5. Hence, any merger(s) or
stellar-hydrodynamical process(es), influencing an NBODY7 BH mass
in Fig. 11, must have happened before the BH formation; otherwise the
BH mass will lie on the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation as in Fig. 5,
be it gets altered later in any way (via, e.g., mass accretion or a BBH
merger) on or not.
7 Some authors distinguish between “coalescence” occurring due to
mass transfer in a binary and “merger” due to an in-orbit or a hyperbolic
collision. In this paper, we will call the event a “merger”, irrespective of
the channel, whenever two stars combine to become a single entity.
8 In the version of BSE adopted in NBODY7 , a 30% mass loss from
the secondary (the less massive merger participant) is assumed when
the kinetic energy of approach of the merging non-compact stars ex-
ceeds the internal binding energy of the secondary, provided the stars
geometrically overlap at the merger and provided they are in the main
sequence. Merger among more evolved stars and grazing encounters are
even poorly understood/studied and no mass loss is associated with such
mergers in NBODY7 /BSE. If one of the merging member is an NS or a
BH, an unstable Thorne-Z˙ytkow object is formed. In such a case, the
entire secondary is assumed to be dissipated in the case of an NS core
and half of the secondary mass is retained onto the BH in the case of a
BH core.
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In reality, a star-star merger is likely to be a much more complex
process whose study is beyond the scope of the present work.
Nevertheless, this study suggests that the natal/retained BH mass
function in clusters can potentially be substantially modified and
broadened, despite PPSN/PSN, provided the clusters contain a
high fraction of massive primordial binaries at their young age,
as observed in young massive and open clusters.
This is due to the “unusual” structure obtained in merger
products that contain a much more massive H-envelope when
the He-core is below the PPSN threshold of 45M (that see B16),
compared to that of a single-stellar-evolution product of the same
He-core mass. The substantial H-envelope in the merger prod-
ucts results in BHs (formed via direct collapse) well exceeding
50M despite the sub-PPSN He-core. Note that the BH mass
surpasses the mBH = 40.5M PPSN cutoff (which mass would
result from the collapse of a 45M He-core after subtracting
for the 10% neutrino mass loss) for ZAMS mass approaching
≈ 100M from below (resulting in the He-core approaching the
PPSN threshold of 45M) also for pure single-star evolution, but
only by a few M (see Figs. 2 & 5). Owing to much more mas-
sive H-envelope for similar He-core masses, this surpassing hap-
pens to a much larger extent for the BHs obtained from merger
products that result from the observationally-motivated massive
binary population, as adopted here, in a dynamically-active en-
vironment. However, this still does not invalidate the notion that
BBH mergers comprising one or both of the members having
mBH & 40M (the single-stellar PPSN cutoff limit) are necessar-
ily of dynamical origin (see, e.g., Rodriguez et al. 2018) since,
after being formed from a star-star merger product, a BH can
continue to interact with stellar members and remnants and par-
ticipate in a GR merger only in a dynamically-active environ-
ment, except that the occurrence of a “second-generation” BBH
merger would not require low natal spins of BHs.
On the other hand, when the He-core mass exceeds the PPSN
threshold of 45M and until the end of the PSN gap is reached
(He-core mass of 135M; see Sec. 2.3), the outcome becomes
independent of the mass of the H-envelope around it. Namely,
when the He-core mass lies between 45M − 65M (the PPSN
range) a BH of 40.5M is born via direct collapse as a result of
PPSN and for He-core between 65M − 135M no remnant is
left due to PSN (the BH formation is resumed and the BH mass
will again depend on the H-envelope mass if the He-core ex-
ceeds 135M; see Sec. 2.3 and Fig. 2). Note that in the present,
BSE scheme a stellar object is always treated in the same, single-
star way (see Sec. 2.2) irrespective of it being a merger prod-
uct or not. Hence, even for a merger product with unusually-
massive H-envelope, a 40.5M BH (no BH) is formed whenever
the PPSN (PSN) condition is reached, such conditions and the
corresponding outcomes being dependent solely on the He-core
mass. This is why in Fig. 11 (top row, right panel, filled, black
squares), there are only 40.5M or no BHs beyond the start of the
horizontal, single-star PPSN line (at ZAMS mass ≈ 100M for
Z = 0.0001) even in the presence of massive primordial binaries:
a merger, which typically leads to a similarly- or more-massive
He-core (depending on the mass ratio and the epochs of the
merger members), will exclusively satisfy either the PPSN or the
PSN condition when a star of ZAMS mass & 100M is involved.
In this example, all but one of the PPSN derived BHs and PSN
points, beyond 100M ZAMS, come from star-star merger prod-
ucts. For reference, Fig. 12 re-plots the top row of Fig. 11 with
the sum of the ZAMS masses of the star-star mergers’ members
along the abscissa, for the primordial-binary model. Here, of
course, the deviations from the single-star ZAMS mass-remnant
mass relations are less dramatic, especially for large combined
ZAMS masses, and not all BHs beyond & 100M combined
ZAMS are formed via PPSN.
Note that when a much more massive H-envelope, com-
pared to what would be available from single stellar evolution,
is present due to, say, a merger as considered here, a PPSN may
shed only a part of the envelope resulting in a BH that is sig-
nificantly more massive than what the collapse of the He-core
alone (i.e., if the envelope is entirely expelled) would give. The
PPSN/PSN recipe of B16 (see above and Sec. 2.2), as imple-
mented in the current StarTrack and in the new BSE intro-
duced in this work and which is applied also for star-star merger
products, assumes complete stripping of the H-envelope, always
resulting in a 40.5M BH. This is in line with the hydrody-
namic study of PPSN/PSN in single massive stars by Woosley
(2017) where a small remaining H-envelope results in BHs up to
≈ 52M as outcomes of PPSN in low-Z, massive stars. More
massive BHs would potentially result from merger products
where the PPSN is triggered in the presence of a substantially
more massive H-rich envelope. This would, in turn, diminish the
PSN mass gap (see Sec. 2.3 and references therein, Fig. 2). Also,
due to the enhanced pressure from such an envelope, PPSN may
be triggered “prematurely” when the He-core is of . 45M re-
sulting in a longer PPSN phase with a larger number of mass
loss episodes. At present, such stellar models are unavailable.
Although beyond the scope of the present study, a more elabo-
rate study of this regime will be presented elsewhere.
Of course, the extent of the exceeding of the single-star
PPSN cutoff depends on the amount of “dynamical” mass loss
during the star-star merger process. The physical process of
merger among stars and the associated mass loss is poorly under-
stood; especially so for massive stars beyond the main sequence.
At present, the mass loss from star-star mergers in NBODY7 /BSE
is at most moderate, ranging from ≈ 15% (energetic, equal-mass
MS-MS mergers) to zero (non-MS or low-K.E. mergers; see
above), the MS-MS merger mass loss being consistent with ba-
sic hydrodynamic (e.g., Lombardi et al. 2002) and “sticky-star”
(e.g., Gaburov et al. 2008) treatments of the process. However,
if the mass loss per merger is much higher, say, comparable to
the mass of the secondary in all mergers, then the H-envelope
in the merger products would be similarly massive as in single-
stellar evolution. In such a case, the remnant mass-ZAMS mass
relations and the PSN mass gaps would be much less affected by
massive-stellar mergers from primordial binaries.
Fig. 13 demonstrates this for the case of F12-rapid remnant-
formation including PPSN/PSN and low metallicity (Z =
0.0001). The panels in Fig. 13 show the remnant mass-ZAMS
mass outcomes (black, filled squares) from different calculations
of the primordial-binary model with increasing fraction, fmrg, of
the secondary’s (the less massive merger participant’s) mass lost
during a merger: from fmrg = 0.3 in energetic MS-MS mergers
only (NBODY7 /BSE default; left panel), through fmrg = 0.5 in
all star-star mergers (middle panel), to fmrg = 0.8 in all star-star
mergers (right panel) 9 10. Fig. 13 suggests that despite mergers
of massive primordial binaries, fmrg = 0.5 (. 25% loss of the
total primary + secondary mass at the time of the merger; see de
9 These enhanced fmrgs are implemented in NBODY7 for demonstration
purposes only. It would, perhaps, be more realistic to have at least a
mass condition for the value of fmrg which will be implemented in the
near future.
10 The filled, black points won’t always map through the panels in
Fig. 13 since varying fmrg alters the local gravitational potential and
hence the dynamical interactions, so that a particular merger does not
necessarily re-occur in the different N-body computations and the se-
quence of the mergers is also altered over the different runs.
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Mink et al. 2013 in this context) already restores the PPSN/PSN
plateauing of BH mass as obtained from the latest core-collapse
calculations (maximum BH mass of ≈ 52M; Woosley 2017)
and fmrg = 0.8 (. 40% loss of the total available mass budget)
nearly restores the entire single-star remnant mass-ZAMS mass
relation. In other words, if the single-star remnant mass-ZAMS
mass relation is to be unaffected by massive primordial-binary
mergers, then a substantial, up to ≈ 40%, mass loss would be
necessary in such mergers.
5. Summary and outlook
The work presented above is summarized below where the next
steps are also motivated.
– A reimplementation of the B10 wind model (Sec. 2.1) and
the adoption of newer remnant-mass prescriptions such as
F12-rapid and F12-delayed including the PPSN/PSN condi-
tions of B16 (Sec. 2.2) in the widely-used population synthe-
sis program BSE reproduces the ZAMS mass-remnant mass
relations of StarTrack nearly perfectly over a wide range
of ZAMS mass, remnant-formation scheme, and metallic-
ity. (Sec. 2.3, Figs. 1, 2, 3). Such agreements, however, re-
quire smaller stellar-evolutionary time step parameters (the
pts1, pts2, and pts3 parameters) than their default values
while running BSE (Sec. 2.3.1, Fig. 4), that slightly slows
down the program. The new BSE, therefore, now incorpo-
rates remnant-mass and stellar-wind prescriptions, in terms
of detail, flexibility and the outcomes, at par with state-of-
the-art population-synthesis programs such as StarTrack
and MOBSE.
– These new developments in BSE naturally get ported into the
direct N-body code NBODY7 since the latter adopts BSE as its
stellar-evolution and remnant-formation driver. The adoption
of the new BSE routines (the functions MLWIND and HRDIAG)
in NBODY7 yields a similar quality of reproduction of the
StarTrack ZAMS mass-remnant mass relations, for NSs
and BHs formed from single stars within model star clusters
(Sec. 3, Fig. 5).
– To deal with the retention of NSs and BHs in such model
clusters at their birth, an explicit fallback modulation is im-
plemented in the natal-kick generator of NBODY7 , which can
be directly ported into the corresponding implementation in
the standalone BSE program (their KICK routines; Sec. 3.1).
In addition to this standard, fallback-controlled natal kick
prescription, its variants describing convection-asymmetry-
driven and collapse-asymmetry-driven natal kicks are pre-
scribed and as well a neutrino-driven kick model (Sec. 3.2;
Fig. 10).
The various remnant and natal-kick prescriptions in the rou-
tines HRDIAG and KICK can, at present, be selected based on
switches built in these routines (for NBODY7 , also the stellar-
evolutionary time step parameters), requiring recompilation
of BSE and NBODY7 . In the near future, arrangements will
be made to provide these switches in the inputs, to make
the options more accessible. Such a tested version of stan-
dalone BSE , with all the newly-implemented prescriptions
described here, can be obtained freely. 11
– For a given cluster (and given IMF), the amount of BHs
retaining (i.e., remaining gravitationally bound to the clus-
ter) due to low-enough natal kicks to become available for
long-term dynamical processing depends on the remnant-
formation mechanism (Fig. 6), the natal-kick mechanism
11 https://tinyurl.com/y47b8sqd
(Fig. 8), and metallicity (Table 1). For all remnant-formation
and natal-kick schemes (except for the collapse-asymmetry-
driven case; see below), the retained BHs are generally top-
heavier in mass spectrum compared to their birth mass spec-
trum (Figs. 7 & 9) due to the preferential escape of lower-
mass BHs as a result of their higher natal kicks (or smaller
fallback mass; Fig. 10). The F12-delayed remnant-formation
model gives birth to the largest number of BHs (as opposed
to the resulting retained BHs where B08 maximizes) but it
also produces the largest number of escapees ultimately re-
sulting in the smallest number of retainers.
– Table 1 gives the BH mass and number retention frac-
tions in a moderately-massive stellar cluster as a function of
remnant-formation scheme and metallicity, for the standard,
fallback-controlled natal kick. The convection-asymmetry-
driven kick mechanism would result in nearly the same re-
tention fractions, the collapse-asymmetry-driven mechanism
would lead to all retention fractions ≈ 1.0 and the neutrino-
driven mechanism would lead to all retention fractions ≈ 0.0
(Fig. 8, 10). Hence, if ∼ 100 BHs still retain in some present-
day GCs as inferred when their observed photometric and
internal-kinematic structures are compared with model com-
putations (e.g., Askar et al. 2018; Kremer et al. 2018b,a),
then the neutrino-driven mechanism can possibly be ruled
out. If forthcoming observations suggest the presence of
. 10M BHs in GCs and/or open clusters and/or young
massive clusters, then this would provide a support to the
collapse-asymmetry mechanism (Sec. 3.2.4, Fig. 9). For the
case of the latter kick mechanism, a population of slow-
escaping core-collapse NSs can also be expected in the field
of view of ∼ 10 − 20 Myr-aged young clusters (Sec. 3.2.4,
Fig. 8), which may be identified in the future through radio
observations. The BH retention fractions in Table 1 repre-
sent those in a moderate-escape-velocity system, essentially
due to direct collapse or a substantial amount of material
fallback alone: for massive GCs, their higher escape veloc-
ity would additionally aid retention, potentially resulting in
somewhat higher retention fractions in all cases. These infer-
ences encourage future, more elaborate studies of discrimi-
natory signatures of natal-kick mechanisms in stellar clus-
ters, especially in more massive systems (Leveque, A., et al.,
in preparation).
– If BH-progenitor stars exist in high primordial-binary frac-
tions, as observed in young massive and open clusters, then,
depending on the mass loss during the merger process, the
BHs’ natal and cluster-retained mass spectra would become
wider; the BH mass can exceed well beyond 40M even in
the presence of PPSN (Sec. 4, Fig. 11). The BH masses get
altered due to pre-BH-formation stellar mergers and/or other
stellar-hydrodynamical processes (e.g., CE envelope ejec-
tion, tidally-enhanced stellar wind). In this work, these mod-
ified BH masses are the outcomes of the simplistic treatment
of these complex physical processes in the binary-evolution
engine of BSE and as well of the single-star-like treatment
while forming remnant masses from stellar-merger products
that would have altered stellar structure, which is why their
values should be taken with caution. The above effect, if real,
would still preserve the (potentially-future) LIGO-detected
BBH mergers comprising & 40M members as signatures
of dynamically-triggered BBH mergers in clusters, except
that such inferences need not, anymore, depend on low natal
spins of BHs (see, e.g., Rodriguez et al. 2018). If the single-
star remnant mass-ZAMS mass relation is to be unaffected
by massive primordial-binary mergers, then a substantial, up
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to ≈ 40%, mass loss would be necessary in such mergers
(Sec. 4, Fig. 13). In this context, it would be worth bearing
in mind that the PPSN cutoff mass is not strictly constrained
(see B16). In particular, the recent measurement of a BH
mass of ≈ 50M by the LIGO-Virgo (Abbott et al. 2018b,a)
may call for a moderate revision of the PPSN BH mass
limit in population-synthesis codes to increase it by ≈ 10M
(which is still fully consistent with theoretical models of
PPSN/PSN; see B16). Also, a more elaborate study of the
influence of a dynamically-active environment on massive-
binary evolution will be taken up in the near future.
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Table 1. The formation and retention of stellar-remnant BHs in a Mcl(0) ≈ 5.0× 104M model cluster (Sec. 3) as a function of metallicity (column
1) and SN/remnant-formation scheme (column 2; Sec. 2.2; “+MB” implies the cluster model includes a population of massive primordial binaries
as described in Sec. 4). The columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 give the fraction, FBH,m, of the cluster’s initial stellar mass that is converted into BHs, the
fraction, fret,BH,m, of them that are retained in the cluster due to low-enough natal kicks, the fraction, FBH,n, of the cluster’s initial number of
stars that is converted into BHs, and the fraction, fret,BH,n, of them that are retained in the cluster, respectively. In this table, fret,BH,m and fret,BH,n
correspond to the standard, fallback-controlled natal kicks (Sec. 3.1) — Sec. 3.2 discusses how the retentions are affected by alternative natal-
kick prescriptions, namely, the convection-asymmetry-driven kick results in nearly the same retention fractions, the collapse-asymmetry-driven
kick leads to all retention fractions ≈ 1.0 and the neutrino-driven kick leads to all retention fractions ≈ 0.0. Such BH retention fractions are
representatives of those in a typical young massive or an open cluster or a low-mass GC in the Milky Way or a local-group galaxy.
Metallicity Z Remnant scheme FBH,m/10−2 fret,BH,m FBH,n/10−3 fret,BH,n
0.0001 F12-rapid+B16-PPSN/PSN 6.130 0.771 1.833 0.656
0.0001 F12-rapid 6.562 0.786 1.844 0.658
0.0001 F12-delayed 6.973 0.601 2.580 0.353
0.0001 B08 7.493 0.835 2.055 0.682
0.002 F12-rapid+B16-PPSN/PSN 4.999 0.777 1.751 0.633
0.002 F12-rapid 5.018 0.777 1.751 0.633
0.002 F12-delayed 5.334 0.566 2.533 0.318
0.002 B08 5.604 0.808 1.938 0.675
0.02 F12-rapid 2.117 0.594 1.564 0.530
0.02 F12-delayed 1.944 0.185 2.055 0.074
0.02 B08 2.220 0.538 1.716 0.374
0.0001 F12-rapid+B16-PPSN/PSN (+MB) 6.152 0.793 1.167 0.700
0.0001 F12-rapid (+MB) 7.418 0.813 1.249 0.710
0.0001 F12-delayed (+MB) 7.563 0.736 1.447 0.564
0.0001 B08 (+MB) 7.992 0.881 1.296 0.793
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Fig. 1. Comparisons of the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation between the upgraded BSE (Secs. 2.1 & 2.2) and StarTrack . The comparison
is done for the cases of B08, F12-delayed, and F12-rapid remnant-mass models and for the metallicities Z = 0.0002, 0.006, and 0.02, as indicated
in the legends. In all cases in this figure, PPSN/PSN is disabled. In all panels, the black, dashed line is the outcome from the new BSE and the
blue, solid line is the corresponding StarTrack result. The mass gap between NSs and BHs, that is characteristic of the F12-rapid remnant mass
model, is also indicated in the corresponding panels (the grey, horizontal lines at ≈ 2.0M and ≈ 5.0M in the F12-rapid panels).
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Fig. 2. Comparisons of the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation between the upgraded BSE and StarTrack including PPSN/PSN (F12-rapid SN
model) for Z = 0.0001 and 0.002. The line legends are the same as in Fig. 1. The middle panel demonstrates the PSN “mass gap”, as obtained from
the current BSE for Z = 0.0001, by extending the ZAMS mass beyond 300M. The lower panel compares between the ZAMS mass-remnant mass
relations as obtained from the upgraded BSE (thick, dashed lines) and StarTrack (thin, solid lines) up to very large ZAMS masses, extending
beyond the PSN “mass gap” (the black, horizontal lines at 40.5M and 121.5M), for a wide range of metallicities. The lower mass gap between
NSs and BHs, that is characteristic of the F12-rapid remnant mass model, is also indicated in this panel (the grey, horizontal lines at ≈ 2.0M and
≈ 5.0M).
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Fig. 3.Comparisons of the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation between the upgraded BSE and StarTrack up to ≈ 300M ZAMS mass, excluding
(top panels) and including (bottom panels) PPSN/PSN (F12-rapid SN model) for Z = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02. The line legends are the same as in
Fig. 1. Note the significant “clipping” of BH mass (at ≈ 40M) for ZAMS masses & 100M at very low metallicities such as Z = 0.0002, when
PPSN/PSN is included (see also B16 and Sec. 2.2).
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Fig. 4. Panels 1-6: Comparisons of the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation between the upgraded BSE (thin lines) and StarTrack (thick lines)
for the B08 remnant-formation scheme and for Z = 0.0002, 0.006, 0.02, for different choices of the stellar-evolutionary time step parameters
pts1, pts2, and pts3. The values of these time-step parameters are indicated in the corresponding panels; only one value is indicated when
pts1 = pts2 = pts3, otherwise the respective values are indicated. Panel 7: The same comparison with pts1 = pts2 = pts3 = 0.001 when the
default, to-date-public version of HRDIAG/MLWIND is utilized (see Sec. 2.3.1 for the details). The StarTrack data in these panels are from B10.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation between the upgraded BSE from within NBODY7 and StarTrack , for different Z
and remnant-formation prescriptions. Note that for Z = 0.002 and Z = 0.02, PPSN/PSN do not affect the ZAMS mass-remnant mass relation since
the He-core mass never reaches the PPSN/PSN threshold (see B16). The mass gap between the NSs and BHs for the F12-rapid cases is indicated
with the grey horizontal lines, as in the previous figures.
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Fig. 6. The early (up to 20 Myr) evolution of the total mass, MBH,bound (top left), and number, NBH,bound (bottom left), of the BHs bound within the
Mcl(0) = 5.0 × 104M (initially all single stars) model cluster (see Sec. 3) for the various remnant-formation schemes (legend), for the standard,
fallback-controlled kick model as given by Eqn. 1 (Z = 0.0001 is assumed). The corresponding evolutions of the half-mass radius of the cluster’s
BH subsystem, rh,BH,bound (top right), and that of only the luminous members, rh,∗ (bottom right), are also shown.
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Fig. 7. The BH mass distributions obtained in the Mcl(0) = 5.0×104M model clusters (initially all single stars; Sec. 3) for four remnant-formation
scenarios as indicated in the legends (Z = 0.0001 taken). On each panel, both the BHs’ natal mass distribution and the distribution at t ≈ 20 Myr
cluster-evolutionary time are shown (the steel-blue and blue histograms respectively). The latter distribution well represents the mass spectrum of
those BHs which remain gravitationally bound to a medium-mass (young massive or open; here taken to be of ≈ 5×104M) cluster after their birth
and which are, therefore, available for long-term dynamical processing in the parent cluster (see Sec. 3.1). The retained BH mass distributions
(blue histograms), in these panels, are the outcomes of the standard, fallback-controlled natal kick model (Eqn. 1).
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Fig. 8. The early evolution of the total mass, MBH,bound (top panel), and number, NBH,bound (middle), of the BHs and the number, NNS,bound (bottom),
of the NSs bound within the Mcl(0) = 5.0× 104M (initially all single stars) model cluster (see Sec. 3) for the various natal-kick engines (legends;
see Secs. 3.1 and 3.2), for the F12-rapid+B16-PPSN/PSN remnant-mass model (Sec. 2.2; Z = 0.0001 is assumed). The collapse-asymmetry-driven
kick engine produces relatively low kicks also for some NSs which marginally escape the cluster, taking time, resulting in their buildup at ≈ 20
Myr followed by a slow decline (bottom panel). After ≈ 55 Myr when the ECS-NSs begin to form, the latter’s population build up solely for all
the kick-mechanism cases.
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Fig. 9. Left: Comparison between the retained BHs’ mass distribution (inside a Mcl(0) ≈ 5× 104M, rh(0) ≈ 2 pc, initially single-only stars model
cluster; see also Fig. 7) for the various natal-kick prescriptions considered in this work (legends; see Secs. 3.1 and 3.2). The F12-rapid+B16-
PPSN/PSN remnant-mass model (Sec. 2.2) and Z = 0.0001 is assumed. The dashed histogram represents the BHs’ natal mass distribution for
these remnant-mass model and Z. No BHs are retained in such clusters in the neutrino-driven-kick case (Sec. 3.2.3; Fig. 8). In contrast, nearly
all BHs are retained if the kicks are collapse asymmetry driven. Right: The NSs’ natal mass distribution for the F12-rapid(+B16-PPSN/PSN)
remnant-mass model (black histogram). The retained NSs’ mass distributions, for the collapse-asymmetry-driven kick model, at t ≈ 20 Myr and
60 Myr are also shown (grey and blue histograms respectively). The marginally-escaping NSs at 20 Myr (Sec. 3.2.4; Fig. 8, bottom panel) are all
depleted by 60 Myr when only the low-/zero-kicked ECS-NSs retain in the cluster.
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Fig. 10. The natal kicks, vkick, as generated by NBODY7 , as a function of mCO (left panel) and mrem (right panel), for the different natal-kick recipes
considered here. The F12-rapid+B16-PPSN/PSN remnant-mass model (Sec. 2.2) and Z = 0.0001 is assumed. Due to the logarithmic vertical axis,
direct-collapse BHs with ffb = 1 and vkick = 0 are not shown in these panels; the sharp drop in vkick with increasing mCO or mrem is the approach
towards direct collapse. The typical vesc for the Mcl(0) ≈ 5.0 × 104M, rh(0) ≈ 2 pc clusters considered here (blue, solid line) and the Hobbs et al.
(2005) σNS ≈ 265 km s−1 w.r.t. which all the kick models are scaled (see Secs. 3.1 and 3.2; black, solid line) are indicated.
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Fig. 11. The remnant production and retention in the NBODY7 -computed, Mcl(0) ≈ 5.0×104M, rh(0) ≈ 2 pc model cluster with all BH-progenitor
stars paired in primordial binaries (see Sec. 4). In all the panels, “+MB” indicates the presence of such a population of massive primordial binaries;
the absence of this symbol in a legend implies the case where all stars are initially single. The F12-rapid remnant-formation prescription and
Z = 0.0001 is assumed without (left column) and with (right column) PPSN/PSN. Top row: ZAMS mass vs. remnant mass (black, filled squares)
compared with the corresponding StarTrack outcomes from pure single-star evolution (blue, solid lines; c.f. Fig. 5). For the BH progenitors that
have undergone a star-star merger before the BH formation, the ZAMS mass of the primary (the more massive of the members participating in the
star-star merger, at the time of the merger) is plotted in the abscissa. For reference, the ZAMS mass-remnant mass points (orange, empty squares)
from an identical model cluster but with initially only single stars (as in Sec. 3; c.f. Fig. 5) are also shown. Second row: the BHs’ natal and retained
mass distributions (steel blue and blue filled histograms respectively; assuming the standard, fallback-controlled natal kicks). They are compared
with the corresponding BH natal mass distribution without any massive primordial binaries (dashed, empty histogram c.f. Fig. 7). Third row: the
cumulative time development of the total BH mass, MBH, as they are born (steel blue, solid line) and the total BH mass, MBH,bound, that is bound
to the cluster as a function of time (blue, solid line). The MBH(t) corresponding to initially only single stars is also shown (black, dashed line).
Fourth row: the same as the third row but for the BH numbers NBH and NBH,bound.
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Fig. 12. The same as in the top row of Fig. 11 except that for the model cluster with massive primordial binaries (see Sec. 4), the ZAMS mass of
the primary plus the ZAMS mass of the secondary of the pre-remnant-formation, star-star mergers are plotted along the abscissa. The legends are
the same as in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 13. The remnant production and retention in the NBODY7 -computed, Mcl(0) ≈ 5.0×104M, rh(0) ≈ 2 pc model cluster with all BH-progenitor
stars paired in primordial binaries (see Sec. 4). The legends are the same as in the top panels of Fig. 11. The panels show different computations
that adopt different extents of mass loss during a star-star merger process: the left panel is for the case that is default in NBODY7 /BSE, namely,
mass loss fraction of fmrg = 0.3 from the secondary for energetic MS-MS collisions only (see text) and zero otherwise (the data in this panel are
identical to those in the top-right panel of Fig. 11), the middle panel is for the NBODY7 computation where a mass loss fraction of fmrg = 0.5 from
the secondary is implemented for all star-star mergers, and the right panel is for the computation where a mass loss fraction of fmrg = 0.8 from
the secondary is implemented for all star-star mergers. With increasing extent of mass loss in mergers (left to right panel), the single-star ZAMS
mass-remnant mass relation (orange, empty squares) gets affected by massive-stellar mergers (black, filled squares) to a diminishing extent. The
F12-rapid remnant-formation prescription, including PPSN/PSN, and Z = 0.0001 is assumed in this demonstration.
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